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ABSTRACT 
Steering wheel vibration is one of the principal explanations in picking out the operator comfort in 

agricultural tractors. Foremost sources of steerage wheel vibration are engine imbalance, resonance of guidance 

process, lesser damping, avenue / area triggered vibration, and so forth. The EU Council directive 2002/44/EC 

recommendations are taken as recommendations in this work. 

Guidance vibration learn was conducted on quite a lot of tractor models (40 - 50 kW variety) and one 

tractor was recognized for growth. Upon targeted analysis on that designated tractor, it used to be found that the 

resonance of steerage process with engine excitation is the foundation purpose for excessive vibration. More than a 

few methods to minimize vibration as a result of resonance were considered, such as shifting the normal frequency 

far from the second order engine frequency and increasing damping coefficient to diminish the vibration amplitude 

at resonance. Six distinctive standards were generated and analyzed making use of the design assessment matrix. 

Two ideas have been selected, specifically radial damper and axial damper ideas for additional processing. These 

concepts had been established and a tremendous discount in vibration phases was once executed. Axial damper 

idea offers better vibration reduction when in comparison with radial damper thought. 

These new design standards had been modeled as a 2 degree of freedom (2-DOF) procedure with aid 

movement from engine vibration as enter. Expressions have been derived for vibration transmissibility from engine 

to guidance wheel and coded in MATLAB. A simulation used to be carried out in ADAMS program. It was once 

observed that steerage vibration anticipated by the mathematical model matched well with the measured values. 

Additionally, this model would be employed as a software in choice of most useful suspension parameters for the 

guidance method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Passenger remedy is a valuable criterion in the brand new car design. Until up to date instances, tractors 

had been viewed as performance machines and the operator remedy was no longer given so much importance. Now 

the state of affairs has transformed and tractor owners additionally need to have an equal stage of remedy, if no 

longer more than the passenger autos. Tractors as a rule operate in antagonistic environmental conditions and an 

ergonomically inferior tractor could make matters worse for the driving force. Operator relief in tractor manner 

many factors like area on hand for occupant, attain of controls, visibility, noise and vibration, temperature, and so 

on. Out of those vibration is one aspect which now not best makes the operator uncomfortable, but in addition 

leads to failure of various parts of the tractor. Tractor operators are uncovered to 2 forms of vibration: whole 

physique vibration transmitted through seat, ground and foot pedal controls and hand transmitted vibration by way 

of steering wheel and hand control knobs. There are two greatly adopted techniques for preventing the opposed 

results of vibration. Action in the transmission course many instances, the vibration reduction purpose also comes 

with other constraints of product design like packaging, design simplicity, product rate, product development lead 

time, and so on. Hence appropriate process must be chosen on the grounds that the constraints of product design. 

Excessive publicity handy transmitted vibration can result in disturbances in blood glide in the fingers and 

neurological services of the hand and arm. The term “Hand-arm vibration syndrome” (HAVS) is in most cases 

used to refer such issues like circulatory problems, bone issues, neurological problems, muscle disorders and 

critical apprehensive system issues. Greater vibration of tractor guidance wheel could result in this drawback and 

accordingly this field assumes first-rate importance. ISO 5349- 1:2001 usual outlines the methodology to correlate 

the measured vibration from steerage wheel to hand arm vibration syndrome through two parameters eight-hour 

energy similar frequency weighted vibration complete price and quantity of years wherein 10% of the operators 

uncovered to vibration may just develop hand arm vibration syndrome. 

Literature survey: Essential sources of steerage wheel vibration are engine imbalance, resonance of guidance 

system, lesser damping, road / discipline brought about vibration. Upon unique evaluation on that specified tractor, 

it was once found that the resonance of steerage approach with engine excitation is the root motive steerage wheel 

vibration is likely one of the principal reasons in determining the operator alleviation in for excessive vibration. 

Quite a lot of approaches to scale back vibration as a result of resonance had been viewed, equivalent to shifting 

the average frequency away from the 2d order engine frequency and increasing damping coefficient to shrink the 

vibration amplitude at resonance. 

In this paper Ananth Sakthivel (2012), offers with the be taught of the special points of vibration produced 

in the guidance vibration be taught was performed on quite a lot of tractor units (forty - 50 kW range) and one 

tractor was recognized for development upon special analysis on that particular tractor, it was observed that the 
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resonance of steering process with engine excitation is the root motive for immoderate vibration. Quite a lot of 

approaches to scale down vibration because of resonance had been regarded, such as transferring the typical 

frequency far from the 2nd order engine frequency and growing damping coefficient to lower the vibration 

amplitude at resonance. Six specific standards have been generated and analysed making use of the design 

comparison matrix. Two concepts have been chosen, particularly radial damper and axial damper ideas for extra 

processing. These concepts were proven and enormous reduction in vibration phases used to be carried out. Axial 

damper inspiration presents greater vibration reduction when compared to radial damper notion. Kandavel Gowri 

Shankar (2009), in this paper, the writer demonstrates the systematic method in lowering the steering wheel 

vibration by way of Design for Six Sigma (DFSS). The obstacle was certain on excess vibration phases in the 

guidance wheel “principal Operator Interface” which used to be discovered unacceptable during the purchaser 

interaction and documented as Voice of client (VOC). The benchmarking evaluation was once achieved with 

selected tractor units qualitatively; to verify the difference in vibration level notion for patrons, for understanding 

the extent of the vibration quandary and developing a scale for setting up a goal for fulfilment. From the 

Qualitative evaluation knowledge, it was clear that the involved baseline “X” tractor had unacceptable vibration 

levels and the cause and outcomes for the trouble was anticipated to be the enhanced points of the tractor in 

comparison with the home “X (Power Steering). The paper (Goglia, 2003), grants research outcome of the 

vibration transmitted from the guidance wheel of the small tractor with a 4-wheel power to the driver’s fingers. The 

vibration measurements had been applied on the tractor randomly chosen from the producer’s retailer-condo. 

Earlier than checking out the tractor used to be examined and adjusted following the producer’s recommendations. 

The vibration stages have been measured at idling and at full load. The vibration stage on the guidance wheel used 

to be measured and analysed and the frequency spectra for the chosen working conditions were bought. The 

frequency-weighted acceleration, given in m/s2, was calculated. The vibration whole worth used to be outlined as 

the foundation-mean-square of the three aspect values. The acquired values are graphically represented based on 

ISO/DIS 5349-1979 and ISO5349-1- 2001. The vibration exposure for the anticipated 10% prevalence of 

vibration-brought on white finger in line with Annex C of the identical average used to be also confirmed. 

The physiological effects of the brand new seated role have been when put next with the results of the 

ordinary design where the operator have got to stroll at the back of the computing device. The study was once 

performed in three operations, specifically, transportation on a tarmacadam road, rototilling and rota-puddling of 

the hand tractor beneath one-of-a-kind discipline stipulations. Parameters corresponding to vibration depth in root 

imply rectangular (rs) acceleration, coronary heart price, oxygen consumption expense and work-related body 

discomfort of operators have been evaluated to learn the fatigue on the operators, and the experiments have been 

statistically designed and replicated. The results indicate that vibration intensity in rs acceleration in all of the 

equipment settings and all of the conditions used to be minimum in the range of 1750–1850 min. The vibration 

depth in rms acceleration was once observed maximum as 45ms2 without the seat whereas this worth used to be 

20ms2 with the seating arrangement. The operators of the hand tractors are exposed to a high stage of vibration 

bobbing up from the dynamic interactions between the software and work piece. The vibration from the hand 

tractor is transmitted from the control to the arms, arms and shoulders Eugene I. Rivin 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The vibration transmitted at hand via steering of tractor used to be taken by way of making use of Lab 

View code with the support of desktop. Desk-1 indicates the vibration level on steering and desk-2 shows the 

vibration degree on wrist. Likewise, table-three and table-4 indicates the vibration degree on guidance and upper 

arm. The vibration stage on the guidance and goal factor wrist and higher arm has measured and analyzed and the 

frequency spectra for the chosen working stipulations were bought. The outcome point out that the maximum 

transmissibility was once determined within the first two frequency interval (in Hz) i.E. 1-25 and 25- 50.The 

frequency interval used to be 1-25 (target wrist), 1- 25 (target upper arm), 25-50 (base steering), 25-50 (base 

steerage) and frequency zone was once 0.022, zero.3974, 0.2066, zero.1531 respectively. Desk- 5 indicates that the 

highest power spectral density in accordance with the frequency zone (in Hz).It seems that the energy spectral 

density is maximum on the goal point shoulder i.E. 0.3974 in assessment to the target point wrist i.E.0.022. The 

vibration transmitted from goal factor shoulder was greater than the goal point wrist also it used to be steered by 

(Dewangan, 2008) that the operators of power instruments with frequencies beneath 25 Hz could expertise higher 

muscle mass/tissues fatigue and symptoms of musculoskeletal sickness when working with improved arm posture. 
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Figure.1. Driver Estimation of Vibration intensity 

on steering wheel (Left hand drive) 

Figure.2. Driver Estimation of Vibration intensity on 

steering wheel (Right hand drive) 

  
Figure.3. For Left hand drive Figure.4. For Right hand drive 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

The base tractor chosen for be taught had proven excessive degree of vibrations. It's located that resonance 

as the principal purpose of vibrations produced. Elastomeric damper was found to be the most right answer. The 

axial dampers provide a reduction of about 33% of whole vibration stage produced. The next important 

conclusions can be drawn from the reward investigation: 

a) The frequency zone 1-20 and 20-forty has given the highest energy spectral density. 

b) Within the frequency zone 1-20 for goal (wrist) and for goal (upper arm) has given the vigor spectral density 

0.022 and 0.3974 respectively. 

c) Within the frequency zone 20-forty for base (steerage) has given the power spectral density 0.1531 and 0.2066. 

d) The frequency zone 1-20 and 20-40 had been essentially the most damaging frequency zone for tractor driver 

since resonance occurs inside this frequency zone and also experience larger muscle groups/tissues fatigue and 

signs of ailment when working with expanded arm posture. For that reason, the vibration degree at the operator's 

seat wishes to be attenuate within acceptable limits on this frequency range. This be taught helped in understanding 

the effect of vibration degree on tractor driver. The outcome indicated the worth of research work aimed at 

reducing vibration phases. Ergonomic experiences are endorsed to examine the vibration response in agricultural 

construction pursuits. 
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